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Procesi has given in [7] a new approach to the problem first solved by 
Goldie [2] on the structure of prime rings satisfying certain finiteness con- 
ditions. We shall show in this paper that the methods of Procesi* apply to a 
wider class of rings than prime rings, namely, to a class of irreducible rings [3]. 
If R is a ring, then&.(R) will denote the lattice of right ideals of R and zfO(R) 
the subset of L,(R) of annihilating right ideals of R. As usual, we denote the 
right annihilator of A C R by A’ (or, by ur if A = (u}) and the left annihilator 
by AZ. If A, B EL, (R) and A C B, then B is called an essential extension of A 
if A n C # 0 whenever B n C # 0, C EL,(R). We call A EL,(R) closed 
if A is the only essential extension of A and large if R is an essential extension 
of A. The set Rrd = (a E R 1 ar large} is an ideal of R called the right singular 
ideal. If R,’ = 0, then each A E L,.(R) h as a unique maximal essential exten- 
sion, which we denote by A*, and the set L,*(R) of closed right ideals of R 
is a complete complemented modular lattice. If R,’ = 0 and each nonzero 
A EL,*(R) contains a minimal nonzero element in L,*(R), called an atom, 
then lattice L,*(R) is called atomic. The ring R is called irreducible in [3] 
if R,” = 0 and the center of L,*(R) is (0, R}. It may be shown that R is 
irreducible if R,” = 0 and A n AZ # 0 for every nonzero ideal A of R for 
which AZ # 0 [4]. 
Let us define Property P of a ring R as follows: 
(P) The set dr(R) -(R} h as at least one maximal element, and Nz2 = 0 
for some maximal NE .d,(R) - (R}. 
If R is a prime ring then Nz2 = 0 for every NE da(R) - (R}, so that the 
second part of Property P need not be stated. 
In a recent unpublished note, A. C. Mewborn has shown that if R is a prime 
ring having Property P, then necessarily R,’ = 0. It is an easy matter to 
show that his proof holds for every ring R having Property P. Thus, we 
might as well assume that R, A = 0 whenever we consider a ring satisfying 
Property P. In particular, RI = 0 for every such ring R. 
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LEMMA 1. If ring R has Property P, then R is irreducible. 
Proof. If R were reducible, then it would contain an ideal A # 0 such 
that AZ # 0 and A n AZ = 0. Let NE sZ~(R) have Property P. Since 
Nzz = 0, necessarily AZ n Nz # 0. If x E AZ n Nz, x # 0, then x7 = NT) A 
and therefore A C Azz C Nzz contrary to assumption. This proves Lemma 1. 
In the remainder of the paper, R is assumed to be an irreducible ring 
having Property P, N the right ideal with Property P, and 
M=Nz. 
Thus, M is an atom of dz(R) such that 
Mz=O, Mr=N. 
Since M n N is an ideal of M, we may define the ring 
K = M/(M n N). 
Clearly K # (0) and M is an (R, K)-bimodule which is a faithful left R-mo- 
dule.Ifx,yEM, withx$MnN, andxyEMnNthen Mxy=Oand 
Mx # 0. Since M is an atom of A,(R) and (Mx) y = 0, evidently My = 0 
and y E M n N. Thus, K is an integral domain. A similar argument proves 
the other half of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. K is an integral domain and MK is a torsion-free module. 
More can be said about K if lattice L,*(R) is atomic. If A is an atom of 
L,.*(R), then A n M # 0 ( since AM # 0) and xc = N for every nonzero 
x E A n M. However, xz is a maximal element of L,*(R) -{R) by (6.9) 
of [4] and therefore N is a coatom (i.e., complement of an atom) of L,*(R) 
in this case. 
LEMMA 3. If L,.*(R) is atomic, then K is a right Ore domain. 
Proof. Assume that x, y E M, with x, y # M n N. We wish to show that 
(x+MnN)Kn(y+MnN)K#O. 
Casel. xRnyR#O.Ifx-r=ys=t#O,wherer,sER,thentd#O 
for some d E M. Clearly td E M. If td E M n N then xrd E M n N, 
rd E M n N by Lemma 2, and therefore xrd = 0, contrary to assumption. 
Therefore, td $ M n N and XM n yM $ M n N. Hence, 
(x+MnN)Kn(y+MnN)K#O. 
Case 2. xR n yR = 0. Since N is a coatom ofL,*(R), N n (xR + yR) # 0, 
sayxr+ys=n#Ofor somer,sER,nEN.SelectdEMsothatnd#O 
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Clearly nd E iki’ n N, and therefore x(rd) + M n N = y( - sd) + M n N. 
If x(rd), y(- sd) E M n N, then rd, - sd E M n N by Lemma 2 and 
x(Yd) = y( - sd) = 0, contrary to the fact that nd f 0. Hence, 
(x+MnN)Kn(y+MnN)K#O. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
As rings, R is a right quotient ring of M in the sense that rM n M # 0 
for every nonzero r E R. The notation M <, R is used to indicate this fact. 
It follows that M, d = 0 and L,*(M) z L,*(R) (see (2.6) of [.5]). Since K is a 
right Ore domain and MK is torsion free, evidently (xK)* is an atom of 
L,*(M) for every nonzero x E M. In fact, it is clear that L,*(M) = L*(M,), 
where L*(M,) denotes the lattice of closed submodules of the module MK , 
since L,(M) = L(MM) -=: L(M,). 
Let F be the right quotient division ring of K, K <, F, and i$? = M OK F. 
It is well-known [I] that &’ is the unique minimal injective extension of J!lK , 
and that ii? is an (R, F)-bimodule. Each element of ii?’ has the form x @) d-l 
for some x E M and nonzero d E K. Since L*(MK) s L*(aF), the dimension 
of the vector space &J, is simply the dimension of the lattice L,*(R). The 
endomorphism ring of aK, E(aK), is the same as E(kF). Since ,$@ is a 
faithful module, we might as well assume that R C E(&fF). 
THEOREM. If L,*(R) is atomic then R <, E(A?;l,). 
Proof. For each 2 E E($?fF), q # 0, let us select x E M such that 
4(x @ 1) = y @ d-l # 0. Then q(xd @ 1) = y @ 1 f 0; in other words, 
q(u @ 1) = u @ I f 0 for same U, z’ E M. Evidently p(ux @) 1) = ‘UX @ 1 
for all x EM. Since u, u E R, qu - v E E(k,) and 
(qu - v) (x @ d-l) = [q(ux @ 1) - (WC @ I)] d-l = 0 
for all x E M, d E K. Therefore, qu = v and the theorem is proved. 
This theorem is a special case of 3.1 of [5], where the above theorem is 
shown to hold for every irreducible ring R for which L,*(R) is atomic. 
However, the methods of proof are quite different in the two instances. 
Goldie’s theorem follows immediately from the above theorem, as shown 
in 4.2 of [.5]. 
In a forthcoming paper [6], it is shown that if R is an irreducible ring for 
which R,” = R,’ = 0, L,*(R) and L,*(R) are finite dimensional, and 
(R,.O)T = (R# = 0 (where R,O is the ring-union of the atoms of L,*(R)), 
then L,*(R) and L,*(R) are dual isomorphic under the correspondence 
A - Al, A EL,*(R), and Bz = 0 for some atom B EL,*(R). It follows 
immediately that Property P holds for such a ring R. For example, the ring 
of n x n triangular matrices over 2 has Property P because of this result. 
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